A project t o support sust ainabilit y and
adapt at ion t o global change in t he coast al
zone
Supporting transformation to a sustainable and resilient future for society and
nature on the coast, by:
• Co-designing and co-producing
• Providing accessible and relevant
knowledge
products
• Facilitating the transition of
• Developing capacity
knowledge into action
Aligned to the structure of strategic
and integrated Earth system research
under Future Earth, our work is
organised in three inter-related
themes:
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Our coastal futures is a strategy to establish platforms for multiple stakeholders to cooperate in the co-design of
approaches and co-production of knowledge to develop scenarios for more sustainable coastal futures. In this, we work with
key actors and networks from governments, private sector, civil society, and the science/research community to develop
capacity to anticipate and adapt to global coastal change.

If you are interested in becoming part of our community or want to discuss opportunities of
collaboration please contact us at info@futureearthcoasts.org
Future Earth Coasts is a core project of Future Earth. Our work is structured to support delivery of science-derived solutions that address global
environmental and societal challenges, and designed to broaden global change science to promote a transition to sustainability.
The Future Earth Coasts International Project Office is jointly hosted by the University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science and Virginia Tech (USA), Southern Cross
University (Australia), the Yantai Institute of Coastal Zone Research and the Shanghai State Key Laboratory of Estuarine and Coastal Research (China), and headed by the Leibniz
Centre for Tropical Marine Research in Bremen (Germany).

